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Question 1 of 28

Term 2 Paper 1 
 
Section A - Grammar (10 x 1 mark) 
 
Choose the most suitable answer. 
 
Ravi took the train from Bedok ________ Tampines.

A) to

B) at

C) in

D) over

Question 2 of 28

Kelly held the cupcake and asked Mother, "Did you bake ______ for me?"

A) this

B) that

C) these

D) those
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Question 3 of 28

Jimmy ________ watching the fireworks last night.

A) enjoy

B) enjoys

C) enjoyed

D) enjoying

Question 4 of 28

My brother and I ________ going home now.

A) is

B) are

C) was

D) were

Question 5 of 28

Mr Hassan has a pet kitten. _______ kitten looks adorable.

A) My

B) Her

C) His

D) Your

Question 6 of 28

The children _______ a wonderful time at the zoo yesterday.

A) has

B) have

C) had

D) are having
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Question 7 of 28

Jess ran as fast as she could after being chased by a ________ of bees.

A) team

B) bunch

C) flight

D) swarm

Question 8 of 28

I was terrified ________ relieved that it was just a nightmare.

A) so

B) or

C) but

D) when

Question 9 of 28

Sally was going to ________ in the park after she had completed her homework.

A) run

B) runs

C) ran

D) running

Question 10 of 28

There is too ________ sugar in this cup of tea. It is too sweet.

A) much

B) many

C) little

D) few
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Section B - Comprehension Open (5 marks) 
 
Read the following passage. 
 
It was a scorching hot day. After crawling for some time, an ant came to a pond. Feeling
thirsty, the ant climbed onto a pebble to reach the water. Unluckily, it slipped and fell into the
pond. 
 
"Help! Help!" cried the ant. 
 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, a dove quickly plucked a leaf from a tree. It then dropped
the leaf into the pond near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed
onto it. Soon, the leaf drifted to dry ground and the ant jumped out. It was safe at last. 
 
The ant was grateful. It was crawling towards the dove when it spotted a hunter with a net.
He was about to throw his net over the dove. Sensing that the dove was in danger, the ant
quickly but the hunter. The hunter yelled in pain and dropped his net. The dove flew away to
safety. 
 
Answer the following question in complete sentences. Your answer must be based on
the passage. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
Why did the ant climb onto the pebble?
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Read the following passage. 
 
It was a scorching hot day. After crawling for some time, an ant came to a pond. Feeling
thirsty, the ant climbed onto a pebble to reach the water. Unluckily, it slipped and fell into the
pond. 
 
"Help! Help!" cried the ant. 
 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, a dove quickly plucked a leaf from a tree. It then dropped
the leaf into the pond near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed
onto it. Soon, the leaf drifted to dry ground and the ant jumped out. It was safe at last. 
 
The ant was grateful. It was crawling towards the dove when it spotted a hunter with a net.
He was about to throw his net over the dove. Sensing that the dove was in danger, the ant
quickly but the hunter. The hunter yelled in pain and dropped his net. The dove flew away to
safety. 
 
Answer the following question in complete sentences. Your answer must be based on
the passage. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
What did the ant do to the hunter to save the dove?
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Question 13 of 28

Read the following passage. 
 
It was a scorching hot day. After crawling for some time, an ant came to a pond. Feeling
thirsty, the ant climbed onto a pebble to reach the water. Unluckily, it slipped and fell into the
pond. 
 
"Help! Help!" cried the ant. 
 
Seeing that the ant was in trouble, a dove quickly plucked a leaf from a tree. It then dropped
the leaf into the pond near the struggling ant. The ant moved towards the leaf and climbed
onto it. Soon, the leaf drifted to dry ground and the ant jumped out. It was safe at last. 
 
The ant was grateful. It was crawling towards the dove when it spotted a hunter with a net.
He was about to throw his net over the dove. Sensing that the dove was in danger, the ant
quickly but the hunter. The hunter yelled in pain and dropped his net. The dove flew away to
safety. 
 
Choose the correct word which describes the dove.

A) Gentle

B) Honest

C) Helpful

Question 14 of 28

Term 2 Paper 2 
 
Section A - Grammar (10 x 1m) 
 
Choose the most suitable answer. 
 
All the children ________ well in the competition last week.

A) swim

B) swims

C) swam

D) swimming

Question 15 of 28

_______ I go to bed, I brush my teeth.

A) As

B) Before

C) After

D) While
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Question 16 of 28

Mrs Fatimah and her son love cooking. ________ cook for their family every Sunday.

A) He

B) She

C) We

D) They

Question 17 of 28

She needs to buy more salt as there is very _______ left in the jar.

A) few

B) little

C) some

D) much

Question 18 of 28

Kai Ling went out to ________ in the park a while ago.

A) play

B) plays

C) played

D) playing

Question 19 of 28

Making sure that no one was looking, Gopal hastily peeled ________ the wrapper of the
chocolate bar.

A) in

B) of

C) with

D) off
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Question 20 of 28

_______ fish in the pond over there are beautiful.

A) This

B) That

C) These

D) Those

Question 21 of 28

My kind neighbour, Mr Tan, helps ________ repair my broken bicycle.

A) it

B) us

C) me

D) him

Question 22 of 28

Both the apple and pear ________ plucked yesterday.

A) is

B) are

C) was

D) were

Question 23 of 28

"There are two boxes here. Can you remember ________ box did you put the card into?" my
teacher asked me.

A) who

B) what

C) where

D) which
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Question 24 of 28

Section B - Synthesis and Transformation (2 x 2m) 
 
Rewrite the given sentences using the word provided. Your answer must be in one
sentence. The meaning of your sentence must be the same as the meaning of the
given sentences. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
Mrs Tan scolded Cindy. Cindy broke the vase. 
 
______________________ for _____________________.

Question 25 of 28

Rewrite the given sentences using the word provided. Your answer must be
in one sentence. The meaning of your sentence must be the same as the meaning of
the given sentences. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
The pupils must stay indoors. There is a lightning alert. 
 
When ______________________________________.
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Section C - Comprehension Open (3 x 2m) 
 
Read the passage below and answer the question. 
 
"Help me! Help me!" Ravi was startled and wondered who had spoken. Turning around, he
spotted a huge gold pot sitting right in the middle of the rows of corn. Balancing on his toes,
Ravi peered over the edge of the pot and could not believe what he saw. A dwarf stared
back at him. 
 
"Please help me", the dwarf pleaded. "Get me out of this pot and I'll grant you a wish." 
 
Ravi was a little scared. He had never met a dwarf before. After much persuasion, he
stretched out his hands, grabbed the dwarf and pulled him up and out of the pot. 
 
"Thank you for helping me. I have been stuck for hours. What's your wish? the dwarf asked
with a smile on his face. 
 
Ravi would really love a new bicycle like the one his best friend had. He also realised that
this could be the only chance he could help his parents. They had worked very hard. Ravi
was hoping things could be easier for the family during this dry season. 
 
Finally, Ravi said to the dwarf, "I wish that it would rain so that the crops would flourish." 
 
Climbing into his bed early that night, Ravi wondered if the dwarf would grant his wish. He
looked out of the window the next morning and was thrilled to see big puddles and huge
rows of corn in the field. Ravi's parents beamed with joy as they gazed at the wonderful sight
during their breakfast. Elated, Ravi was grateful to the dwarf for granting his wish. 
 
Answer the following question in complete sentences. Your answers must be based
on the passage. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
Who was stuck in the huge gold pot for hours?
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Read the passage below and answer the question. 
 
"Help me! Help me!" Ravi was startled and wondered who had spoken. Turning around, he
spotted a huge gold pot sitting right in the middle of the rows of corn. Balancing on his toes,
Ravi peered over the edge of the pot and could not believe what he saw. A dwarf stared
back at him. 
 
"Please help me", the dwarf pleaded. "Get me out of this pot and I'll grant you a wish." 
 
Ravi was a little scared. He had never met a dwarf before. After much persuasion, he
stretched out his hands, grabbed the dwarf and pulled him up and out of the pot. 
 
"Thank you for helping me. I have been stuck for hours. What's your wish? the dwarf asked
with a smile on his face. 
 
Ravi would really love a new bicycle like the one his best friend had. He also realised that
this could be the only chance he could help his parents. They had worked very hard. Ravi
was hoping things could be easier for the family during this dry season. 
 
Finally, Ravi said to the dwarf, "I wish that it would rain so that the crops would flourish." 
 
Climbing into his bed early that night, Ravi wondered if the dwarf would grant his wish. He
looked out of the window the next morning and was thrilled to see big puddles and huge
rows of corn in the field. Ravi's parents beamed with joy as they gazed at the wonderful sight
during their breakfast. Elated, Ravi was grateful to the dwarf for granting his wish. 
 
Answer the following question in complete sentences. Your answers must be based
on the passage. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
What was Ravi's wish?
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Read the passage below and answer the question. 
 
"Help me! Help me!" Ravi was startled and wondered who had spoken. Turning around, he
spotted a huge gold pot sitting right in the middle of the rows of corn. Balancing on his toes,
Ravi peered over the edge of the pot and could not believe what he saw. A dwarf stared
back at him. 
 
"Please help me", the dwarf pleaded. "Get me out of this pot and I'll grant you a wish." 
 
Ravi was a little scared. He had never met a dwarf before. After much persuasion, he
stretched out his hands, grabbed the dwarf and pulled him up and out of the pot. 
 
"Thank you for helping me. I have been stuck for hours. What's your wish? the dwarf asked
with a smile on his face. 
 
Ravi would really love a new bicycle like the one his best friend had. He also realised that
this could be the only chance he could help his parents. They had worked very hard. Ravi
was hoping things could be easier for the family during this dry season. 
 
Finally, Ravi said to the dwarf, "I wish that it would rain so that the crops would flourish." 
 
Climbing into his bed early that night, Ravi wondered if the dwarf would grant his wish. He
looked out of the window the next morning and was thrilled to see big puddles and huge
rows of corn in the field. Ravi's parents beamed with joy as they gazed at the wonderful sight
during their breakfast. Elated, Ravi was grateful to the dwarf for granting his wish. 
 
Answer the following question in complete sentences. Your answers must be based
on the passage. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
Which sentence in the passage shows that Ravi was not sure if his wish would come true?


